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PREFACE
PREDICTING THE STRUCTURE AND SELECTIVITY OF COILED-COIL PROTEINS
The main objectives of this research are: to develop a model to predict the propensity of a
protein sequence to form an isolated coiled-coil structure, and to investigate the selectivity of
coiled-coils by studying protein-protein interactions. Possibly, one of the simplest and most
studied protein-protein interactions exists in coiled-coil structures. The methods and proposed
solutions can substantially reduce the computational effort while maintaining reasonable levels
of accuracy.

Keywords: Coiled-coil Proteins; Statistical Mechanics; Molecular Thermodynamics; Protein
Structure; Computational Biology
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1- CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1- Statement of the problem
Coiled-coils are protein structural motifs made up of two or more α-helices twisted
around one another. Coiled-coils are critical to the function of various motor proteins,
cytoskeletal filaments and extra-cellular matrix proteins (Rose et al. 2004; Burkhard et al. 2001).
Dimeric coiled-coils in the form of long rigid rods are responsible for mechanical load
transmission and act as lever arms and possibly reversible springs within myosin family of
proteins (Taniguchi et al. 2010; Parry et al. 2008; Li et al. 2003; Knight et al. 2005). Mechanical
properties of the coiled-coil structures forming the tail domain of myosin II are crucial to its
work cycle. Single molecule studies using atomic force microscopy or optical tweezers along
with various molecular simulation studies have confirmed the unique mechanical properties of
the coiled-coil protein structures (Root et al. 2006; Schwaiger et al. 2002; Kreuzer et al. 2013;
Gao et al. 2011). However, single molecule experimental techniques are not capable of probing
the mechanical properties of short coiled-coil motifs in their native structural settings and the
molecular simulation studies often fail to generate a quantitatively accurate prediction of their
response to mechanical load (Torabi and Schatz 2013). At the same time both of these methods
are time consuming and expensive (Root et al. 2006; Bornschlögl and Rief 2008).
1.2- Objectives of the study
In this project, we aim to develop a statistical mechanical model (Jokar and Torabi 2017;
Jokar and Torabi 2016) to predict the propensity of forming a given coiled-coil dimer based on
available empirical data. Within the proposed model we identify and quantify various energetic
and entropic effects, responsible for dimerization of two helical polypeptides into a coiled-coil
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structure. We determine our model parameters by examining a relatively large number of solved
protein structures that contain coiled-coil motifs. This would allow us to develop a
thermodynamic model for predicting the propensity of a given amino acid sequence to form a
coiled-coil structure. To do so, we develop a partition function for coiled-coil dimerization.
Further incorporation of the above model into the previously developed α-helix tensile
mechanics model (Torabi and Schatz 2013) can be a direction for the future research which is
predicting the structural response of a given coiled-coil motif to bending and tensile stress. The
experimental part of this line of research is done by atomic force microscopy or optical tweezers,
which leads to investigating the force-extension of the coiled-coil motifs (Taniguchi et al. 2010;
Root et al. 2006; Schwaiger et al. 2002; Gao et al. 2011). Moreover, we can apply this model to
various coiled-coil structural motifs within the motor proteins and cytoskeletal filaments for
which no theoretical predictions are available (Rose et al. 2004; Li et al. 2003; Knight et al.
2005; Herrmann et al. 2007; Armel et al. 2009; Atzberger et al. 2006; Brown et al. 2011;
Blankenfeldt et al. 2006; Tripet et al. 1997).
Since statistical mechanical models are computationally inexpensive and quantitatively
reliable, they have been widely used in predicting the secondary structure of DNA molecules
(SantaLucia 1998; SantaLucia and Hicks 2004; Huguet et al. 2010) and 𝛼-helical polypeptides
(Torabi and Schatz 2013; Lacroix et al. 1998). The expected outcome of this work is a novel
statistical mechanical model that not only identifies the coiled-coil propensity of a given amino
acid sequence but also has the potential to predict its structural response to mechanical tension
(Jokar and Torabi 2017; Jokar and Torabi 2018). This predictive tool would be highly valuable
to the fields of biomedicine, biomimetics and nanotechnology.
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2- CHAPTER 2: α-helix structure
2.1- Introduction
The α-helix is a common secondary structure of proteins. The amino acids in an α-helix
are arranged in a right-handed helical structure with 3.6 residues per turn (Eisenberg 2003).
Among types of local structure in proteins, the α-helix is the most regular, prevalent, and the
most predictable from sequence. Some proteins like keratin and collagen are almost entirely αhelical in structure.
The α-helix is stabilized by hydrogen bonding of the C=O group of the ith amino acid
with the N-H group of the (i+4)th amino acid and this hydrogen bonding is one of the most
important characteristics of an α-helix. The residues are conventionally numbered starting from
the N-terminus (Torabi and Schatz 2013; Chothia et al. 1981).
2.2- AGADIR model and its partition function
AGADIR is an algorithm which predicts the helical propensity of a given polypeptide
sequence. AGADIR statistical mechanical model is based on a large set of experimental data for
different polypeptides in aqueous solutions which include entropic and energetic effects. The
accuracy of AGADIR model has been tested by circular dichroism (CD) and NMR spectroscopy
measurements (Lacroix et al. 1998; Muñoz et al. 1995; Muñoz et al. 1997).
The interactions which affect the helical propensity of a given polypeptide sequence,
include intrinsic helical propensity of residues, electrostatic interactions between the charged
residues, electrostatic interactions of the helix macrodipole with the charged residues, side-chainside-chain interactions, the backbone hydrogen bonding, as well as the effect of N and C termini
protection. Acetylation or succinylation of the N-terminus or amidation of the C-terminus tends
to increase the helicity of a polypeptide by removing the charges that interact unfavorably with
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the helix macrodipole and by providing an extra hydrogen bonding site with the helix backbone
(Torabi and Schatz 2013; Doig 2008). In the following section of this report, we will explain the
experimental data used in AGADIR in detail.
As mentioned before, the aim of AGADIR model is to predict the helical propensity of an
amino acid sequence. There could be different helical segments with different probabilities of
formation associated with each of them along a polypeptide chain. Therefore, we need to
estimate the probability of formation of all the possible helical windows in order to calculate the
average helical content of the polypeptide sequence (Torabi and Schatz 2013). AGADIR uses a
partition function which is the summation all over the helical conformations along the
polypeptide chain:
⁄

∫

∫

⁄

∑ ∫

⁄

(2.1)

where Z is the partition function, r is the configuration space vector and u(r) is potential energy
as a function of the molecule‟s configuration, kB is the Boltzmann's constant and T is the
temperature. The partition function is the summation of the partition function of the entirely
random-coil (rc) conformation and the summation over partition functions of all possible i,j
helical windows. Subscripts i and j indicate the number of the first residue and the length of each
helical window, respectively. Equation (2.2) presents a single-segment approximation of the
algorithm known as AGADIR-1s. However, we can generalize this equation to formulate
conformations which include more than one helical segment formed along the chain (AGADIRms model) (Muñoz et al. 1997).
Dividing Z by the partition function of the entirely random-coil conformation is
equivalent to shifting the free energy by a constant term, and results in:
∑

(2.2)
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where Kij is the probability of formation of the i,j helical window relative to an entirely randomcoil conformation:
∫
∫

; (β = 1/kBT)

(2.3)

Thus, the free energy change of forming a helical window, relative to the entirely
random-coil conformation, would be:
(2.4)
So far, we discussed how the AGADIR algorithm formulates the partition functions of
different helical windows along a given polypeptide chain. In the following sections, we discuss
how various free energy terms are estimated from the experimental data and how AGADIR uses
several thermodynamic models to make predictions for a large range of pH, ionic strength, and
temperature (Muñoz et al. 1995).
2.3- Energies involved in AGADIR model
In AGADIR the free energy of a helical window, contains the following energies:
Intrinsic helical propensity (entropy loss), electrostatic interactions, interactions with helix
macro-dipole, energy associated with hydrogen bonding, interaction with non-helical residues,
and side-chain interactions (Lacroix et al. 1998). We will explain all these energies in this
section of the report.
In this report, we use the nomenclature below to refer to different positions in the α-helix:
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where STC (S, strand; T, turn; and C, coil) indicates a non-helical conformation and He is a
helical residue (Richardson and Richardson 1988).
2.3.1-

:

Intrinsic helical propensity (entropy loss)

This term is explained as the free energy required to fix the dihedral angles of an amino
acid residue in α-helical angles which reflects the loss of conformational entropy between the
helix and random-coil states. Also other energies, such as the changes in solvation and van der
Waals' contacts of the side-chain with the helix should be included here. These components vary
according to helix position, as shown theoretically and experimentally for some amino acid
residues at the first helical turn of an α-helix. In AGADIR different amino acids can have
different intrinsic helical propensities at positions N1, N2, N3 and N4, according to the
experimental evidence obtained in poly-alanine-based peptides (Petukhov et al. 1998). AGADIR
includes the different helical propensities of either neutral or charged titratable amino acid
residues as well (Chakrabartty et al. 1994).
2.3.2-

: Electrostatic interactions

The electrostatic model used in AGADIR, includes all electrostatic interactions between
two helical, or one helical and one non-helical charged groups, the helix macrodipole and
charged helical and non-helical residues. Since electrostatic interactions are distance dependent,
determining the distance between charged amino acids is the main step to begin calculating the
electrostatic interaction between them (Lacroix et al. 1998). Also, the electrostatic interactions
change with the pH of the solution. Depending on the electrostatic environment, the pKa of
ionizable groups in a peptide change from their standard values.
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We have assumed that there is no energy coupling, other than electrostatic, between
residues in the random-coil reference state. However, there are examples to the contrary, e.g. βturn conformations are found in short peptides in aqueous solutions.
2.3.2.1- Ionic strength, pH and temperature dependence
The model presented for calculating the electrostatic interaction between two charged
amino acid residues clearly explains pH, temperature and ionic strength dependence.
Electrostatic interactions exponentially decrease with increasing charge-to-charge distances and
ionic strength. Different salts at high ionic strength have different effects and the only calibration
was done for NaCl (on a neutral peptide) by Baldwin‟s group (Scholtz et al. 1991). AGADIR's
prediction is accurate for all salts at low ionic strength (less than 0.1 M) and for NaCl up to 1 M.
Other contributions, such as the effect of salt on hydrophobic interactions, are considered of less
importance and are not included.
2.3.2.2- Calculation of distances between charged groups
The database used in this part consists of 279 proteins (Muñoz et al. 1994) and it is
included in the program WHATIF (Vriend 1990). It was assumed that the average distance
between two charged amino acid residues at different positions of an α-helix in the protein
database reflects the average distance found in a helical peptide, and the same applies to the
random-coil. In the case of the interaction of a charged group with the helix dipole, they have
measured the average distances of charged groups at different positions in the helix and the first
four amide groups or the last four carbonyl groups. Previously, they neglected the electrostatic
interactions of residues outside the α-helix conformation with the helix macrodipole and/or
residues within the helix. However, the maximum distance between an Asp side-chain at position
N‟ and the first four amide groups of the helix is short enough to create electrostatic interactions.
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To take into account these interactions they have empirically introduced a linear dependence of
the distance with the number of residues separating the nonhelical charged residue and the cap
positions. For residues N‟ and C‟, the distance is 6 A°. The separation distance increases by 3 A°
for every extra position after the N‟ or C‟ position. In the case of the interaction of charged nonhelical residues with charged helical residues, only the caps and residues N‟ and C‟ have been
considered (Lacroix et al. 1998).
2.3.2.3- Calculation of electrostatic energy between charged groups
The electrostatic contribution of two charged residues on an α-helix is the difference
between the electrostatic interaction in the helical and random-coil states:
(2.5)
The electrostatic interaction can be obtained using Coulomb's equation:
(2.6)
where e is the charge of the electron, qi and qp are the charges of the two residues, rip is the
distance between the two charges, ε0 is the vacuum permitivity, εr is the dielectric constant of the
medium and K is the Debye-Huckel parameter, which is defined by the following equation:
(2.7)
where I is the ionic strength of the solution, NA is Avogadro's number, k is the Boltzmann's
constant and T is the temperature. Therefore, the dependence of electrostatic interaction between
two charged residues on ionic strength of the solution and temperature can be explained by
Debye-Huckel parameter.
All electrostatic interactions (including charged side-chain groups, free N-terminal and
C-terminal main-chain groups, and the succinyl blocking molecule if the peptide is succinylated)
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are considered in AGADIR to calculate the electrostatic contribution of the amino acid residues
in the random-coil and helical segments, taking into account the ionic strength and assuming full
charges (qi=qp=1 in the Equation 2.6) (Lacroix et al. 1998). Now the pKa of the residues in the
random-coil (pKa(RC)), and in the corresponding helical segment (pKa(Hel)), are calculated using
equations below:
⁄
⁄

(2.8)
(2.9)

Using the pKa values, the degrees of ionization are obtained from equation below:
for basic amino acid residues:
⁄

⁄

(2.10)

for acidic amino acid residues:
⁄
2.3.3-

⁄

(2.11)

nteraction with helix macro-dipole

All electrostatic interactions between the helix macrodipole or the free N and C termini
and groups located in the α-helix are considered in AGADIR as well as the interactions of the
helix macrodipole with charged groups located outside the helical segment. Half a charge is
assigned to the helix macrodipole (positive at the N terminus and negative at the C terminus).
Moreover, there is an effect of ionic strength on helix stability that is due to the helix
macrodipole but is independent of the presence of charged amino acids residues. It is suggested
that increasing the ionic strength should stabilize the α-helix by shifting the equilibrium between
the helical conformation (which should have a large dipole moment) and the random-coil (which
has a very small dipole moment, due to the random orientation of the dipoles carried by the
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peptide bonds). Experimental characterization of a neutral soluble peptide, under different ionic
strength conditions, supported this assumption (Scholtz et al. 1991).
2.3.3.1- Effect of salt concentration on helix stability through macrodipole
The dependence of ΔΔG with salt, is empirically fitted to the following equation (Lacroix
et al. 1998; Scholtz et al. 1991):
𝛼

(2.12)

where ΔΔGhel is the difference in folding free energy of a particular α-helix segment in a solution
with ionic strength I and in pure water. The values of α and β are, respectively, 0.15 and 6. This
energy has been added to every helical segment in AGADIR. For low ionic strengths (below
0.15 M), the effect on ΔG seems to be linear and similar for different salts. Above this value the
dependence follows above equation until approximately 1 M salt (Lacroix et al. 1998).
2.3.4-

:

Hydrogen bonding

Hydrogen bonds are one of the major structural determinants of an α-helix. In the α-helix
structure, the N-H group of an amino acid forms a hydrogen bond with the C=O group of the
amino acid at four preceding residues along the structure (i, i+4 hydrogen bonds). This repeated
hydrogen bonding pattern is the most prominent characteristic of an α-helix. The term
reflects the sum of the main-chain-main-chain enthalpic contributions, which include the
formation of main-chain-main-chain i, i+4 hydrogen bonds (Lacroix et al. 1998).
2.3.5-

: Interaction with non-helical residues

At capping positions, AGADIR distinguishes between the neutral and charged forms of
Cys, His and Asp. Neutral Cys is a poor hydrogen-bond donor or acceptor and therefore not a
good N-capping residue, but when it is charged, it can interact with the helix macrodipole and
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simultaneously make a charged hydrogen bond with the amide group of residue N4. On the other
hand, His cannot make a hydrogen bond with the helix N terminus and has a strong repulsion
from the helix macrodipole when it is charged (Sancho et al. 1992). From the experimental data
for Cys (Kortemme and Creighton 1995) and His (Armstrong and Baldwin 1993), Serrano‟s
group has evaluated that the N-capping contribution of these two residues is 1 kcal/mol more
favorable when Cys is charged or His is neutral. When Asp is not charged, it can make a sidechain hydrogen bond to the carbonyl group of residue C3, the same as Asn. Under these
conditions, Asp has the C-capping value of Asn (Lacroix et al. 1998).
The contribution of local sequence motifs involving the interaction of a residue outside
the α-helix with a helical residue is added to ΔGnonH in AGADIR. First, a free energy term adds
up to the energy of helical segments that contain a hydrophobic staple (Muñoz et al. 1995) or a
Schellman motif (Schellman 1980; Aurora et al. 1994; Viguera and Serrano 1995). Second, the
capping property of the N-cap is modified if a “capping box” (Harper and Rose 1993) is present;
that of the C-cap if there is a Pro-capping motif (Prieto and Serrano 1997). In addition, the
combination of free N terminus, capping box motif and an Asp or a Glu at position N4 (Petukhov
et al. 1996), contributes -1 kcal/mol to the stability of a helical segment. The stabilization is due
to a strong interaction between residue N4, the N-capping residue and the charged N-terminal
group.
Using the program WHATIF, strong position dependence for pairs of residues were
found (Vriend 1990). They could reflect the formation of local motifs that were not previously
described. There are three positive cases found in AGADIR peptide database (Lacroix et al.
1998):
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(1) A variant of the capping box motif in which the side-chain of a Thr at position N3 can
make a hydrogen bond to the side-chain of Asp, Ser or Asn at position N-cap. The abundance of
these pairs is twice what is expected from a random distribution (Prieto and Serrano 1997). The
experimental analysis of a protein fragment corresponding to the α-helix of the B1 domain of
protein G, with and without this motif, is used to assign the value of a hydrogen bond energetic
contribution to this interaction (Blanco et al. 1997). Similar side-chain-side-chain interactions
could be established with the side-chain of a Ser at position N3. The expected numbers of cases
from a random distribution correspond, however, to the observed numbers and there is no
experimental evidence for a stabilizing effect (Lacroix et al. 1998).
(2) A local interaction, similar to the hydrophobic staple motif but involving a charged
residue, takes place between a Lys or Arg at position N4 and the main-chain carbonyl group of
residue N‟, when there is a Ser or a Thr at the N-cap. Due to the capping by Ser or Thr, the
carbonyl group of the preceding residue points towards residue N4, and is at the right distance to
form a hydrogen bond with the side-chain of the basic residues. A value of -0.3 kcal/mol is
assigned to the interaction based on the experimental analysis of a peptide series (Lacroix et al.
1998).
(3) Histidine residues at position C1 or the C-cap are frequently guarded by an aromatic
residue at C5 (11 cases out of 33) or C4 (12 cases out of 56 ), respectively, while in the helix
center only eight histidine residues out of 165 cases are paired with an aromatic residue at
position i-4. The optimal packing of Phe or Tyr side-chains with a histidine residue at position
i+4 requires that the residue at position i adopts a rotamer of approximately 180°, and the i+4
residue of approximately -60°. This corresponds to the C5/C1 and C4/C-cap cases (in the helix
center the favorite rotamer for His is aproximately 180°). Using the analyzed peptides
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(Armstrong and Baldwin 1993), in which an i,i+4 Phe-His pair is placed at different positions of
a polyalanine helix, it is found that the aromatic residue-His pair is three times stronger when the
histidine residue is the C-cap or C1 residue (Lacroix et al. 1998).
2.3.6-

:

This term includes side-chain-side-chain interactions between non-charged residues as
well as the i, i+1, i, i+3 and i, i+4 electrostatic interactions. In AGADIR, only side-chain-sidechain interactions inside the α-helix are considered as ΔGSD, excluding the electrostatic
component between charged groups (ΔGelectrostatic). In some cases, when there is a hydrogen bond
between two side-chains that involves a titratable amino acid residue, i.e., Gln-Asp, Gln-Glu
(Huyghues-Despointes et al. 1995; Huyghues-Despointes et al. 1997; Smith and Scholtz 1998),
the strength of the interaction is pH dependent but independent of salt concentration. In those
cases a constant term is added to the side-chain-side-chain energy when the corresponding
residue is charged and this term is taken into consideration when calculating its pKa. The values
of some side-chain-side-chain interactions were modified, according to some peptide studies by
different groups (Huyghues-Despointes et al. 1995; Huyghues-Despointes et al. 1997; Smith and
Scholtz 1998; Padmanabhan and Baldwin 1994; Viguera and Serrano 1995; Stapley et al. 1995;
Stapley and Doig 1997). Some interactions that were assumed to be attractive based on chemical
similarity between amino acid residues, are now repulsive, i.e. the i, i + 4 interactions between
aromatic side-chains (including His) and β-branched aliphatic residues (Val and Ile). The
repulsion comes from the steric incompatibility between these side-chains in the middle of an αhelix (Creamer and Rose 1995). In AGADIR the interaction between an aromatic group and a
Cys side-chain is considered as well (Viguera and Serrano 1995).
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3- CHAPTER 3: Introduction to coiled-coil protein structures

3.1- Introduction
Coiled-coils are structural motifs in which two or more α-helices come together and make
the structure of a dimer, trimer, etc. depending on the number of helices. Coiled-coils contribute
to a wide range of cellular functions in both fibrous and globular proteins (Rose et al. 2004). In
fact, many structural proteins both inside and outside of cells (keratins, tropomyosin, laminin
etc.) that have to bear considerable stress contain a coiled-coil domain. Coiled-coil stabilization
is mostly driven by the tendency to bury the hydrophobic side chains in between the two strands
so that for the most part, they are not accessed by polar water molecules. Therefore; stability of
coiled-coils greatly depends on hydrophobic interactions (Cohen and Parry 1990; Lupas et al.
1991; Crick 1953; Pauling and Corey 1953). In the next sections, we will explain the structure of
a coiled-coil in more detail.
Short coiled-coil domains (containing 30 to 50 residues) function as selective
dimerization units called leucine-zippers within the broad family of transcription factors
(Newman and Keating 2003). Coiled-coil dimerization plays regulatory functions for sensing
environmental signals such as temperature, pH and solute concentration. Long rod-shape coiledcoil domains function as shafts or lever arms for force transduction (Blankenfeldt et al. 2006;
Kohori et al. 2011), and provide flexibility and extension to cytoskeletal scaffolds and
extracellular matrices (Kammerer 1997; Adams et al. 2008).
Coiled-coil domains are also found in the extracellular matrices (Kammerer 1997) where
their mechanical properties play an important role in cellular processes such as migration (Sheetz
et al. 1998) and differentiation (Engler et al. 2006). Long dimeric coiled-coils transmit
mechanical load and possibly act as reversible springs within all three families of motor proteins:
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myosin, kinesin and dynein (Taniguchi et al. 2010; Parry et al. 2008; Li et al. 2003; Knight et al.
2005). Myosin‟s tail domain is a long coiled-coil structure that has critical mechanical and
regulatory functions in this diverse family of motor proteins.
In general sense, protein engineering is expected to create more efficient and practical
solutions to treat neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's disease (AD) and Parkinson's
disease (PD), which are increasingly being realized to have common cellular and molecular
mechanisms including protein aggregation. For instance, Ferritin, another ubiquitous soluble
protein whose function is to store non-heme iron molecules in its sub-units, has been found to
play a major role in physiological interactions in the human brain, investigated by several
imaging studies (Liu et al. 2016; Ghassaban et al. 2019; Sethi et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2018;
Haacke et al. 2018; Wiseman et al. 2019).
3.2- Molecular structure of a coiled-coil protein structure
Coiled-coils usually contain a repeated pattern of seven amino acid residues, referred to
as the heptad repeat (Mason and Arndt 2004). A heptad-repeat of amino acids, labeled as a b c d
e f g, characterizes the sequence of a canonical coiled-coil structure (see Figure 3.1). The residue
positions in the heptad repeat are also labeled as “a b c d e f g”, where oppositely charged
residues frequently found at positions e and g of the coiled-coil heptad contribute to the stability
and specificity of the dimers (Kohn et al. 1995; Monera et al. 1994; Krylov et al. 1994; Krylov et
al. 1998; Greenfield 2006). Also, a and d, which are known as hydrophobic positions, are often
occupied by isoleucine, leucine, or valine. The most favorable way for two helices to arrange
themselves in an aqueous environment is to pack the hydrophobic side-chains against each other
sandwiched between the hydrophilic amino acids. Thus, as mentioned above, it is the burial of
hydrophobic surfaces that provides the major thermodynamic driving force for the coiled-coil
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dimerization (Acharya et al. 2006; Monera et al. 1995; Litowski and Hodges 2002; Wagschal et
al. 1999; Tripet et al. 2000; Acharya et al. 2002; Moitra et al. 1997). We will explain these
interactions in more detail in the following sections.

A

B

Figure 3.1 Structure of a coiled-coil dimer (A) helical wheel diagram of the heptad repeat in a
parallel coiled-coil dimer (B) side view of a coiled-coil dimer. Typically, charged amino acids
are located at positions g (colored red) and e (colored dark green) which interact electrostatically.
Side-chains at positions a and d form the hydrophobic core of a coiled-coil dimer.
3.3- Developing a statistical mechanical model for coiled-coil dimerization
As mentioned before, the main objective of this work is to develop a theoretical model
that can predict the propensity of a given protein sequence to form dimeric coiled-coil structures,
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coiled-coil specificity, and also the structural response of a coiled-coil forming domain to
environmental signals of temperature, pH, salt concentration.
Available coiled-coil predictive tools are mainly based on some form of a sequence
scoring rubric trained against a large data set of known coiled-coil structures (Fong et al. 2004;
Gruber et al. 2006). In general, sequence scoring techniques do not capture the effects of solution
conditions such as temperature, salt concentration and pH (Pauling and Corey 1953; Fong et al.
2004; Gruber et al. 2006; Lupas and Gruber 2005). We will discuss an example of this technique
in the next sections.
Besides sequence scoring methods, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation can also be
used to study the structure of 𝛼-helical and coiled-coil proteins. However, in order to make
quantitatively reliable predictions of polypeptide mechanical properties, improved force fields
and solvation models still need to be developed (Best and Hummer 2009). At the same time,
equilibrium sampling using MD simulation of a polypeptide pulling experiment is a
computationally expensive task. Therefore, MD simulation is not the best approach in
developing a predictive tool for tensile mechanics of protein structures that would find a widespread application among a broad range of experimental and theoretical fields.
Statistical mechanical approaches have been highly successful in predicting the
secondary structure of RNA and DNA duplexes (SantaLucia and Hicks 2004; Dimitrov and
Zuker 2004; Zuker et al. 1999; Reuter and Mathews 2010). These models are based on a unified
set of thermodynamic (SantaLucia 1998) parameters and are able to capture the effect of
environmental conditions such temperature and salt concentration of the nucleic acid structures
(SantaLucia and Hicks 2004; Tan and Chen 2006; Wu et al. 2002). Statistical mechanical
models, combined with a proper tensile mechanics model have been used to interpret AFM and
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optical tweezers single molecule forced extension experiments of nucleic acid molecules
(Huguet et al. 2010; Rouzina and Bloomfield 2001; Williams at al. 2002).
Also, as mentioned before, the AGADIR (Lacroix et al. 1998) algorithm makes
quantitatively accurate predictions of a polypeptide sequence considering the effect of a large
range of temperature, pH and ionic strength and is based on several thermodynamic models and a
large set of experimental data for different polypeptides in aqueous solutions (Muñoz and
Serrano 1995). Therefore, the above-mentioned facts support our statistical mechanical model
for predicting coiled-coil dimerization, specificity, and tensile mechanics.
To develop our model, we need to consider two different states:
a) First we assume the two strands of interest are not interacting with each other and
there is no overlapping between any sections of the strands. Therefore; the coiled-coil is not
formed in this state.
We should find the microstates based on the helical windows (Torabi and Schatz 2013),
which is the same approach as in AGADIR model. Each strand has a certain number of heptad
repeats and residues. Therefore; we can write the probability of formation of i,j and i’j’ helical
windows for the first and second strands, respectively, as:
∫

(3.1)

∫

∫
∫

(3.2)

Where β is defined as 1/kBT, kB is the Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature, r is
the configuration space vector and u(r) is the potential energy as a function of the molecule‟s
configuration with respect to each i,j and i’,j’ helical window. We should notice that these
probabilities are relative to random-coil conformation.
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Because there is no interaction between two strands and the probabilities of formation of
i,j and i’,j’ helical windows are independent of each other, we can write the partition function as
follows:
∑

∑

(3.3)

b) Now we assume that two strands are interacting and wherever the two helical windows
are overlapping, there is a possibility of coiled-coil formation, considering the interactions
between residues in the overlapping segments. Since we know the amino acid sequences of both
strands, we can distinguish the heptad repeats in the overlapping part(s) and therefore we can
determine the interactions and energy contributions.
In this case, since there are interactions between helices we should add an extra term to
our partition function which denotes these interactions:
∑
The term

∑

∑

(3.4)

is the free energy change of a given coiled-coil structure formed between

the two strands in state k. Gcc includes various free energy terms associated with hydrophobic,
electrostatic, and entropy effects of coiled-coil formation. The first summation term applies to
the state in which there is no interaction between the helices, and the second summation term is
when there is overlapping between the helices and that is the reason we have included the coiledcoil free energy term in the above equation.
We can find

and

derive the data forming the term

from previously introduced model, AGADIR, and once we
for different sequences of amino acids, we can obtain the

partition function. After we derive the partition function, we can use our model to monitor the
behavior of a coiled-coil structure under given solvent conditions.
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Here are some assumptions we have made to develop our model: we assume there is only
one helical window in each strand. It is a fine assumption especially if each polypeptide has less
than 56 residues. In this case even multi-helical segments have almost the same result as singlehelical segments, with an error of nearly 0.3 percent (Torabi and Schatz 2013). Therefore; the
possibility of having more than one helical segment in each strand is very low. Another point is
that in our model, we have neglected mismatches, meaning that we assume there is no possibility
that strands shift and form another coiled-coil with another section, and only corresponding
regions of strands can dimerize. Also we should know the sequences of both chains, temperature,
pH, and ionic strength as inputs of the model in order to predict the structure of the coiled-coil,
the same as in AGADIR model.
3.4- Coiled-coil dimerization energies
In the previous section, we derived the partition function for the coiled-coil dimerization
model. The most important term in Equation 3.4 is the coiled-coil dimerization free energy
(

). The majority of coiled-coil inter-chain energetic effects are of the following two types:

the electrostatic interactions of the charged residues across the two strands, and the change in the
solvation free energy of the residues upon dimerization (hydrophobic effect).
Both interactions appear in the context of a characteristic heptad-repeat sequence which
was explained in the previous sections. After deriving these two major energies, we add them to
the energies for a single helix, which were used in AGADIR model, and therefore calculate the
total dimerization energy of a coiled-coil dimer. The next sections of this report include detailed
information on these two types of energies.
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4- CHAPTER 4: Electrostatic Interactions and their effect on coiled-coil specificity
4.1- Introduction
Regulating the protein-protein interaction specificity has a wide range of applications in
synthetic biology such as protein labeling and purification in high-specificity affinity-tags or
cognate-pairs, drugs and toxin delivery and disease modulation (Crooks et al. 2017). In naturally
occurring proteins, specificity is achieved via a complex balance of various molecular-level
energetic and entropic interactions. Such complexity makes any specificity prediction from the
primary sequence data an extremely complicated task.
In a coiled-coil dimer, g and e’ pairs occupied by oppositely charged residues provide an
additional driving force to formation of parallel coiled-coils (Burkhard et al. 2002; Zhou et al.
1994). The indices indicate the location of the residue along each strand and prime distinguishes
the two opposite helical chains. Electrostatic interactions among g-g’ and e-e’ pairs play the
same role in antiparallel coiled-coils. Numerous mutational studies have been carried out to
measure the electrostatic interactions within coiled-coil dimers. Replacing attractive electrostatic
interactions at g and e’ pairs (e.g. Glu-Lys) with a repulsive ones (e.g. Glu-Glu or Lys-Lys)
compromises the coiled-coil stability of a parallel coiled-coil dimer (Zhou et al. 1994).
Electrostatic interactions have been used to create desired orientation (i.e. parallel vs.
antiparallel) in synthetic coiled-coil structures (Monera et al. 1994). Using b-ZIP protein VBP,
alanine double-mutant thermodynamic cycles have been carried out to measure the electrostatic
interaction of various charged residues at gi-e’i+5 positions within parallel heterodimers (Krylov
et al. 1994). At gi-e’i+5 positions, Arg-Glu is shown to be the most favorable electrostatic
interaction followed by Lys-Glu, Glu-Arg and Glu-Lys (Krylov et al. 1998). The asymmetry of
the electrostatic interactions at gi-e’i+5 positions (e.g. Glu-Arg vs. Arg-Glu) is justified based on
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directional asymmetry of the right-handed 𝛼-helical structure (Zhou et al. 1994). Repulsive
electrostatic interactions at gi-e’i+5 positions are less residue dependent (Kohn et al. 1995).
However, a steady loss of stability has been observed upon increasing gi-e’i+5 electrostatic
repulsions (Kohn et al. 1995).
In violation of the heptad-repeat pattern, 8% of d positions and 11% of a positions of
known coiled-coils are occupied by charged residues: Asp, Glu, Lys and Arg (Akey et al. 2001).
Also, 6% of a positions and 11% of d positions are occupied by polar residues: Ser, Thr, Asn and
Gln (Akey et al. 2001). In general, buried charged or polar residues undermine the stability of
protein structures. Similar effect has been observed in short coiled-coil structures (Chao et al.
1998). Nonetheless, buried polar and charged residues greatly influence the oligomerization state
(i.e. dimer vs. trimer vs. tetramer) and helix orientation (i.e. parallel vs. antiparallel) of the
coiled-coil structures (McClain et al. 2002; Zeng et al. 2002). A well-known case is the Asn-Asn
interaction at a-a’ and a-d’ positions that promote dimerization of parallel and antiparallel
coiled-coils, respectively (Schneider et al. 1997; Lavigne et al. 1995). Furthermore, interhelical
salt-bridges formed by buried residues at positions a and d with surface residues at positions e’
and g’ often occur in natural coiled-coils (Schneider et al. 1997). For example, d-g’ salt-bridges
occur in Escherichia coli seryl tRNA synthetase and the effector domain of the protein kinase
PKN (both antiparallel coiled-coils) (McClain et al. 2002). Similar a-e’ electrostatic interactions
are seen in the transcript cleavage factor GreA, PKN, and in the transcriptional activator protein,
MtaN (McClain et al. 2002). Also, d-e’ and a-g’ salt-bridges are seen in parallel dimers such as
b-ZIP transcription factors (Zeng et al. 2002; Reinke et al. 2010; Reinke et al. 2013) and the rod
domain of cortexillin I (Burkhard et al. 2000). While electrostatic interactions between surface
residues (e.g. gi-e’i+5 in a parallel dimer) undoubtedly influence the coiled-coil coupling,
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frequency of salt-bridges formed between buried and surface residues points to their possible
contribution in stability and specificity of the coiled-coil structures.
With regards to the pairing specificity, the leucine-zipper domain of the b-ZIP class of
transcription factors in eukaryotic cells is, by far, the most studied coiled-coil dimer (Newman
and Keating 2003). b-ZIP dimerization provides a perfect example of how a great degree of
protein-protein interaction specificity among a large family of structurally similar proteins can be
encoded in the primary sequence of relatively short (about 30 residues long) helical segments
(Fong et al. 2004). The first extensive study of leucine-zipper pairing specificity was carried out
in protein microarrays evaluating

pairings among a nearly complete set of human b-ZIP

transcription factors across sixteen different families (Newman and Keating 2003). The data set
has been further expanded to include 48 synthetic coiled-coils (Reinke et al. 2010) along with bZIP transcription factors of four other metazoan species of sea squirt, fruit fly, nematode and sea
anemone along with two single-cell organisms, choanoflagellate and yeast (Reinke et al. 2013).
Despite their homologous primary structure, the above studies provided an unambiguous
evidence of a highly selective coiled-coil dimerization with almost no interactions across
different families of b-ZIP transcription factors.
Stability of an isolated coiled-coil and the pairing specificity of a given sequence are the
results of a complicated interplay among various energetic and entropic effects. Relative to the
random-coil state, free-energy of each helical strand consists of the helical propensities (entropy
loss of fixing backbone dihedral angles in the 𝛼-helical state) of all the residues, backbone and
side-chain hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interaction among polar and charged residues and
interaction of the charged residues with the helix macrodipole (Lacroix et al. 1998). The interhelical free-energy terms include the change in the solvation free-energies upon formation of the
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hydrophobic core, van der Walls and steric interactions at the coiled-coil interface, entropy loss
due to limited rotamer states of the side-chains at the interface, inter-helical hydrogen bonding,
and inter-helical electrostatic interactions among charged residues.
The earliest attempts to predict the specificity of b-ZIP dimerization were based on gie’i+5 electrostatic complementarities (Vinson et al. 1993; Parry et al. 1977; McLachlan and
Stewart 1975). Vinson et al. (1993) suggested a simple specificity score as the sum of all the
attractive minus repulsive gi-e’i+5 pairs. Such specificity score was successful when applied to a
limited number of coiled-coil sequences (Vinson et al. 1993). However, when applied to a more
comprehensive human b-ZIP data set, the above scoring scheme is shown to be of little utility. In
an attempt to improve the above scoring rule, Newman et al. (2003) suggested adding +0.5 for
gi-e’i+5 electrostatic attraction involving Asp and the interaction of the polar residue Gln with
other charged residues. The new rule correctly assigns a positive score to almost all the 80
strongly interacting b-ZIP sequences examined. However, about 60% of the non-interacting pairs
are also predicted to have a positive score. Therefore, the above scoring rule does not distinguish
the strongly interacting pairs form the noninteracting ones. Using the experimentally determined
(Moll et al. 2002) electrostatic interactions of gi-e’i+5 pairs (instead of only

) does not

significantly improve the predictions of the above scoring rule (Newman et al. 2003) Seemingly,
non-gi-e’i+5 electrostatic interactions as well as compatibility of hydrophobic packing, van der
Waals attractions and steric clashes at the coiled-coil interface play an important role in
dimerization specificity of coiled-coils.
In an attempt to improve the coiled-coil specificity predictions, Fong et al. suggested a
scoring rule based on seven different inter-helical interactions among the residues at positions a,
d, e and g (Fong et al. 2004). Pair-interaction scores were determined based on an optimization
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problem with constraints defined according to a training dataset of known coiled-coil interaction
in myosin, tropomyosin, cortexillin, types III and V intermediate filament proteins and coiledcoil domains in keratin proteins. The optimized scores perform significantly better than simple
gi-e’i+5 scoring rules when applied to a dataset of 80 strongly interacting and 849 non-interacting
pairs of human and yeast b-ZIP coiled-coils. Along the same lines, a more accurate specificity
predication has been achieved by a recent scoring model optimized according a machine-learning
technique that includes both pair and triplet interactions (Potapov et al. 2015).
The above specificity scoring algorithms are all developed based on empirical data of
coiled-coil dimerization without resorting to atomic-resolution protein structures. Grigoryan, et
al. (2006) examined multiple variations of structure-based models to predict b-ZIP specificity
based on interaction energies estimated by various protein force-fields. They showed structurebased methods do not capture the core interaction accurately resulting in poor specificity
predictions when compared to experimental data. They confirmed that a hybrid-approach of
replacing certain interactions with machine-learning weights considerably improves the
performance of a purely physical model.
A comprehensive list of various specificity prediction methods and a detailed evaluation
of their performance is presented in reference (Potapov et al. 2015). Therein, it is demonstrated
that the empirical data-driven scoring algorithms outperform both structure-based and hybrid
techniques, when benchmarked against the experimental data (Potapov et al. 2015). This is
especially true when the coiled-coil sequences in the testing dataset are similar to those in the
training dataset. However, the downside of all scoring approaches is that they provide little to no
physical interpretation of various inter-helical interactions (hydrophobic, electrostatic, van der
Waals and steric) and their significance to coiled-coil specificity.
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What we investigate in this section is the role played by the electrostatic interactions in
pairing specificity of the coiled-coils. Here, we only studied a set of sequences that naturally
form stable coiled-coils (b-ZIP transcription factors), at least with one other partnering sequence.
Since the intra-helical interactions are independent of the opposite strand‟s sequence, we assume
that inter-helical interactions determine the pairing specificity of a coiled-coil forming sequence.
As mentioned above, in de novo designed coiled-coil dimers with a regulated interface (e.g. Leu
at all a and d positions) and charged residues only at positions e and g, it has been demonstrated
that the electrostatic interactions at gi-e’i+5 pairs positions determine the pairing specificity (Chao
et al. 1998; O'Shea et al. 1993). However, within more irregular sequences, it has been observed
that repulsive gi-e’i+5 electrostatic interactions may very well be tolerated in a coiled-coil
structure and such simplistic view of electrostatic interaction is not sufficient for pairing
specificity predictions (Arndt et al. 2002). Even so, most naturally occurring coiled-coils (e.g. bZIP class of transcription factors) require a high degree of specificity that can only be achieved
via a more complicated network of interaction beyond simple gi-e’i+5 electrostatic
complementarities. Such observations suggest an incomplete picture of the contribution of gie’i+5 electrostatic interactions to coiled-coil dimerization specificity (Mason and Arndt 2004;
Newman and Keating 2003). In this section of this report, we first demonstrate that the
electrostatic interactions among charged residues other than g(i)-e’(i+5) pairs are not negligible
within b-ZIP transcription factors. Subsequently, we investigate whether the complete interhelical electrostatic interaction including both the gi-e’i+5 and non-gi-e’i+5 pairs is capable of
making specificity predictions in coiled-coils. If not, the evidence points towards the critical role
played by the van der Waals and steric interactions (geometric compatibility at the protein-
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protein interfaces) in highly selective partnering behavior of the coiled-coil forming sequences
and perhaps more generally in other protein-protein interactions.
Previously, we explained how AGADIR derives the electrostatic interactions between the
charged residues of a single polypeptide chain. We are using a similar model to obtain the
electrostatic interactions between charged residues of a coiled-coil located on the opposite
strands.
4.2- Calculating the electrostatic interactions in a coiled-coil structure
We used Equation (4.1), the linear solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann model (NevesPetersen et al. 2003) for a pair of point-charges, which is the same approach as shown in
Equation (2.6), to calculate the electrostatic interaction between titratable residues within the
coiled-coil dimers.
(4.1)
where

is the charge of an electron,

and

the distance between the two point-charges,

are the partial charges of the two residues,
is the vacuum permitivity,

is

is the dielectric

constant of the medium and K is the Debye-Huckel parameter. The Debye-Huckel parameter is
calculated as:
(4.2)
where I is the ionic strength (salt concentration) of the solution,
is the Boltzmann's constant and

is the Avogadro's number,

is the temperature. This model is shown to accurately estimate

the electrostatic interactions among solvent-exposed charged residues within isolated 𝛼-helices
(Lacroix et al. 1998; Sitkoff et al. 1994).
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We estimate the partial charges

and

according to acid dissociation constants that

are modified with respect to the electrostatic environment of each residue. The acid dissociation
constant of a given residue within the coiled-coil structure of known sequence is estimated as:
⁄
where

(4.3)

is the reference acid dissociation constant of the amino-acid and

wise electrostatic interactions (calculated by Equation (4.1) using full charges
that residue with all other charged residues of the coiled-coil.

is sum of pair) of

includes the electrostatic

interactions with other charged residues located along the same strand as well as the opposite
strand. We used AGADIR‟s (Lacroix et al. 1998) database for the distances between residues of
the same strand. For two residues located on opposite strands, distances are estimated based on
molecular dynamic simulations detailed in the next section.
Having calculated the modified acid dissociation constants within the coiled-coil
conformation, we estimate the partial charge of each residue according the following two
equations (McClain et al. 2002):
Basic amino-acid residues:
⁄

⁄

(4.4)

Acidic amino-acid residues:
⁄

⁄

(4.5)

4.3- Distance between two point-charges
The distances between amino acids along one strand of a peptide are already available in
AGADIR (Lacroix et al. 1998) database. To calculate a pair-wise electrostatic interaction using
Equation (4.1), first we need to estimate the distance between the point-charges. For all possible
combination of two charged residues at all possible heptad positions, we performed an implicit-
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solvent molecular dynamics (MD) simulation at temperature 300 K and salt concentration 0.15
M and calculated the average distance over all possible side-chain rotamer states as observed
during the MD run. We confirmed that the average distances are not sensitive to neither
temperature nor salt concentration.
For the initial structure of each simulation, we used 2ZTA leucine-zipper structure
(O'Shea et al. 1991) and mutated it with the two desired residues at desired heptad-repeat
positions, using VMD Mutator Plugin (Humphrey et al. 1996). After mutating the structure with
residues of interest, we used NAMD (Phillips et al. 2005) to optimize the structure, using
CHARMM force-field and continued our MD simulations long enough for the average distance
to converge. For charged residues with smaller side chains (e.g. aspartic acid) a 40 ns MD run is
sufficient for the average distance to converge (Figure 4.1). For charged residues with larger
side-chains (e.g. arginine and glutamic acid) and thus more possible rotamer states, distances are
averaged over 80ns or more MD runs.
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Figure 4.1 Change of the distance between D and H at gi and e’i+5 positions (40ns MD
simulation)
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Figure 4.2 Change of the distance between E and R at gi and e’i+5 positions (40ns MD
simulation)
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For example, Figure 4.2 shows the change of the distance between the charged atoms of
glutamic acid (E) and arginine (R) at gi and e’i+5 positions, respectively. We repeated the
simulation with exactly the same conditions and plotted the results again, as depicted in Figure
4.3. We ran both simulations for 40 ns. The average distance between these two residues is 9.24
A° and 5.52 A° for the first and second MD simulation, respectively. The reason for such a
noticeable difference is that glutamic acid and arginine have longer chains than aspartic acid and
histidine. As a result, glutamic acid and arginine can sample multiple rotamer states. Repeating
the simulation and having a significantly different average distance means that not all the
optimum states had been sampled during the first simulation. Consequently, for these cases, we
should run MD for a longer time to assure that we have sampled all the optimum states in order
to have a more accurate average value of the distances between charged residues. Figure 4.4
shows the change of distance between charged atoms of glutamic acid and arginine at the same
positions of the heptad repeat when we ran MD for 80 ns. We can see that more states are
sampled and fluctuations are around considerably different values from the two previous MD
runs. In this case the average is 8.08 A°, which is more accurate than what we obtained from 40
ns simulations.
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Figure 4.3 Change of the distance between E and R at gi and e’i+5 positions (40ns MD
simulation)
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simulation)
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All simulations are performed with NAMD‟s built in Generalized Born Implicit Solvent
model with surface tension value of 0.0072 kcal.mol-1.A°-2. All simulations are performed while
the protein backbone is constrained via a harmonic potential. The values of force constant and
the exponent used in the harmonic constraint energy function are both set to 2 kcal.mol-1.A°-2.
Electrostatic coupling energies are calculated based on charged residues at 8 different heptad
position pairs:

where indices

indicate the location of the residue along each strand and prime distinguishes the opposite helical
chain. We have confirmed that the distance between charged residues located at any heptad
position pairs other than the above 8 are relatively too large to result in any significant
electrostatic interaction. Each heptad position in the above 8 pairs may be occupied by any of the
5 charged residues Arg, His, Lys, Asp and Glu, which results in

pairs (see Figure 4.5).

Distance between point charges for all the 200 possible combinations are reported in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.5 Charged amino acids and heptad repeat positions along a coiled-coil dimer
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Table 4.1 Distances and coupling energies between charged residues. The coupling
energy data are presented at temperature 21°C, pH 7.4 and salt concentration 0.1 M.
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4.3.1- Effect of ion concentration on the distances between charged residues
To understand the effect of different ion concentrations of the solvent on the distances
between charged residues, we did MD simulations at different ion concentrations (from 0.1 to
0.99 M) while keeping other parameters fixed. As an example, Figure 4.6 shows the change of
the distances between DD and HH pairs (at gi-e’i+5 positions) with salt concentration. According
to this figure, we can confirm that as we increase the ion concentration of the solvent, the
distances between charged pairs do not change significantly. This fact also proves that the
distances between charged residues in AGADIR database are valid, since they are not salt
concentration dependent. However, the electrostatic energy decreases while we increase salt
concentration, due to shielding effect of the charges.
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Figure 4.6 Change of the distances with salt concentration
4.4- Pairwise electrostatic interactions
In Table 4.2, we report the model predictions for the electrostatic coupling energies of
experimentally available pairs of charged residues at gi-e’i+5 heptad positions. All interactions are
calculated at T=310 K, pH=7.4 and salt concentration of 0.15 M. The reported distances are
average values predicted by the molecular dynamics simulation over all possible side-chain
rotamer states. The asymmetry of the distances at gi-e’i+5 positions (e.g. Glu-Arg vs. Arg-Glu) is
due to the directional asymmetry of the right-handed 𝛼-helical structure (Burkhard et al. 2002).
We validated that estimated distances are not sensitive to temperature, salt concentration and pH
of the solution. We also confirm that the distances between charged residues at heptad positions
b, c and f are too large to result in any significant inter-helical interactions. The average distances
for all possible combinations of charged amino acids at heptad positions a, d, e and g are
reported in Table 4.1.
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As mentioned before, the dielectric constant used in our model is based on the salt
concentration in the bulk solution. Therefore, strictly speaking, the model is applicable to
solvent-exposed charges and applying the model to buried or semi-buried charges is an
approximation. To gain a better confidence on our results, we compared our model predictions to
experimentally estimated electrostatic interactions for charged residues at semi-exposed
positions g and e. Krylov et al. (1994) have studied the effect of charged and polar amino acids at
semi-exposed gi-e’i+5 pairs and estimated the pairwise electrostatic interactions via an alanine
double-mutant thermodynamic cycle. Our model predictions for the same interactions and at the
same solvent conditions (T=310 K, pH=7.4 and salt concentration=0.15 M) are presented in
Table 4.2. As shown in Figure 4.7 our model predictions for the semi-exposed gi-e’i+5
electrostatic interactions are in good agreement with the experimentally estimated data.
Nonetheless, the accuracy of our model applied to fully buried side chains at a and d positions
remains questionable as using the bulk solution salt concentration for the buried charges may
result in underestimation of their contribution to the total electrostatic interactions.
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Table 4.2 Coupling energies between charged residues in kcal/mole
Pairs (g,e')

distance (Å)

Electrostatic Interaction Energy (kcal/mole)

EE

9.1

0.3279

ER

8.08

-0.5246

EK

7.71

-0.4572

RE

4.7

-1.0748

RR

10.63

0.2343

RK

10.14

0.2602

KE

8.2

-0.3968

KR

9.92

0.2731

KK

8.35

0.3909
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Figure 4.7 Coupling energies between charged residues at gi-e’i+5 positions (experimental
data vs. data from our model). Data are presented in kcal/mole at T=310 K, pH=7.4 and salt
concentration=0.15 M.
Krylov et al. (1994) investigated the effect of the above-mentioned electrostatic
interactions by studying the following sequence in the case of forming a coiled-coil homodimer:
AAFLX‟KXNTALX‟TXVAELX‟KXVGRCX‟NI
where X and X‟ are the mutated residues at gi and e’i+5 positions, respectively, which are located
on opposite strands of the coiled-coil structure. We also used our model to calculate the total
electrostatic interaction between the two chains at the same solvent conditions as in the
experiment, and we obtained results which can be verified by Krylove et al. (1994): among the
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pairs of residues that we tested, E-R (at gi-e’i+5) is the most stable pair contributing to
electrostatic energy of the coiled-coil. The second most stable pair is E-K. Also, R-R pair is less
stable than K-K, meaning that the K-K pair favors coiled-coil dimerization more than R-R at
above-mentioned positions.
4.5- Contribution of non-gi-e’i+5 positions to the total electrostatic interaction
As mentioned in the introduction section, in de novo designed coiled-coil dimers with a
regulated interface and charged residues only at positions e and g, the net electrostatic interaction
of all the gi-e’i+5 pairs is a reasonable predictor of the pairing specificity (Chao et al. 1998). On
the other hand, the scoring rules (Vinson et al. 1993; Parry et al. 1977; McLachlan and Stewart
1975) based entirely on the gi-e’i+5 electrostatic interactions fail to predict the pairing specificity
among naturally occurring coiled-coils such as human b-ZIP transcription factors (Newman and
Keating 2003). One of the main questions we set out to address in this work is whether a more
complete estimate of the electrostatic coupling energies does a better job in predicting the pairing
specificity. In this section we investigate what fraction of the total electrostatic coupling energies
in b-ZIP transcription factors comes from pairs other than gi-e’i+5 and whether they are negligible
in comparison to the net electrostatic interaction of the gi-e’i+5 pairs.
The total inter-helical electrostatic interaction of a coiled-coil is calculated as the sum of
the pair-wise electrostatic interactions across the coiled-coil interface. We have studied 484
interactions among 22 b-ZIP transcription factor sequences at 21°C, pH=7.4, and ion
concentration=0.1 M (Reinke et al. 2013). The details of protein sequences can be found in Table
4.3. These are the same sequences we used in order to investigate the specificity of coiled-coil
dimers in the next section of this report.
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Table 4.3 Coiled-coil region amino acid sequences used in this work. Sequences are the
same as in Newman and Keating (2003), starting from g position from left to right.

As an example, Figure 4.8 illustrates the electrostatic coupling energy of CREB3 (a
transcription factor that is a member of the leucine-zipper family) with all the 22 sequences
considered in our work, including itself, at the above-mentioned solvent conditions. The
sequence that is experimentally (Reinke et al. 2013) shown to bind to CREB3, besides itself, is
ATF-4, according to experimental data. The yellow bars show the total electrostatic coupling
energies. The red bars show the electrostatic coupling energies calculated based on gi-e’i+5 pairs
and the blue bars show the electrostatic coupling energies among charged residues at other
positions (non-gi-e’i+5 interactions). An interesting observation is that the sign of the total
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electrostatic interaction is predominantly determined by the gi-e’i+5 interactions, which means the
gi-e’i+5 interactions are the dominant electrostatic interactions when compared to the non-gi-e’i+5
interactions. However, as seen in Figure 4.8, the contribution of non-gi-e’i+5 interactions to the
total electrostatic coupling energy is by no means negligible. We observe a similar trait for
several other b-ZIP sequences examined such as C/EBPα, ATF-6 and ZF, as shown in Figures
4.9, 4.10 and 4.11.
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Figure 4.8 Electrostatic coupling energy of CREB3 with 22 other b-ZIP sequences. The yellow,
red and blue bars show the electrostatic energies coming from all the positions, from only gi and
e’i+5 positions, and from the rest of the positions (non-gi-e’i+5) of the heptad repeat to interact
electrostatically, respectively.
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Figure 4.9 Electrostatic coupling energy of C/EBPα with 22 other b-ZIP sequences. The yellow,
red and blue bars show the electrostatic energies coming from all interactions, from only gi-e’i+5
interactions, and from the rest of the positions (non-gi-e’i+5) of the heptad repeat to interact
electrostatically, respectively.
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Figure 4.10 Electrostatic coupling energy of ATF-6with 22 other b-ZIP sequences. The yellow,
red and blue bars show the electrostatic energies coming from all interactions, from only gi-e’i+5
interactions, and from the rest of the positions (non-gi-e’i+5) of the heptad repeat to interact
electrostatically, respectively.
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Figure 4.11 Electrostatic coupling energy of ZF with 22 other b-ZIP sequences. The yellow, red
and blue bars show the electrostatic energies coming from all interactions, from only gi-e’i+5
interactions, and from the rest of the positions (non-gi-e’i+5) of the heptad repeat to interact
electrostatically, respectively.
To further investigate the significance of the non-gi-e’i+5 electrostatic interactions, we
calculate the electrostatic coupling energies for all possible pairings of all the 22 b-ZIP
sequences. Figure 4.12 illustrates the ratio of the absolute value of the electrostatic coupling
energy among the charged residues from positions other than gi and e’i+5 over that of the gi and
e’i+5 pairs. As evident in Figure 4, for more than 90% of the pairs (443 out of 484) the ratio is
larger than 0.5 and therefore, the non-gi-e’i+5 interactions are not negligible in comparison to the
total electrostatic coupling energy. In the next section, we investigate whether we can predict the
coiled-coil pairing specificity by taking only gi-e’i+5 electrostatic interactions into account.
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Figure 4.12 Absolute value of electrostatic energies (Enon-ge’/Ege’). Red: (Enon-ge’/Ege’) > 0.5,
orange: (0.1 < Enon-ge’/Ege’) < 0.5, green: (Enon-ge’/Ege’) < 0.1
4.6- Electrostatic interactions and coiled-coil paring specificity
Newman and Keating (2003) used a simple sequence scoring, termed rule 1, to determine
the strength of b-ZIP interactions. They simply assigned a score to each b-ZIP pair which is the
summation of all the coupling interaction scores taking the weight of each interaction into
account. They considered only gi-e’i+5 pairs occupied by charged and polar amino acids. Strong
and weak interactions were assigned positive and negative scores, respectively. We used this rule
to reproduce the interaction scores for the same 22 sequences in two cases: only for charged
residues at gi and e’i+5 positions (Figure 4.13) and for charged and two polar residues (glutamine
and asparagine) at gi and e’i+5 positions (Figure 4.14). The true positive rate for the first case,
where we only consider charged residues and not polar ones, is calculated as 88% and for the
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second case, where we consider polar residues as well, the true positive rate is 94%. In our
electrostatic model, we only consider charged residues and we correct the charged based on the
pH of the solution. Here, the reported rates are regarding scoring method, which is not the
method we are using in which we calculate electrostatic interactions based solvent conditions.
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Figure 4.13 gi-e’i+5 interaction scores of 22 sequences for charged residues. Red and blue
bars indicate strong and weak interactions, respectively.
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Figure 4.14 gi-e’i+5 interaction scores of 22 sequences for charged and polar residues (Gln
and Asn). Red and blue bars indicate strong and weak interactions, respectively.
Figure 4.15 shows the electrostatic coupling energies calculated based on only gi-e’i+5
pair positions at 21°C, pH 7.4 and 0.1 M salt concentration. Following the experimental data
reported by Potapov, et al. (2015), we assume pairs with dissociation constants smaller than 250
nM interact strongly and pairs with dissociation constants larger than 5000 nM are considered
weak or non-interacting. Coupling state of pairs with intermediate dissociation constants are
assumed undetermined and are excluded from our study. Based on their dissociation constants,
data points shown in red are strongly interacting pairs and those shown in blue are the noninteracting ones. The y-axis in Figure 4.15 represents the model predictions of only gi-e’i+5
electrostatic coupling energies. Same data are plotted in Figure 4.16 that shows the histogram
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distribution of gi-e’i+5 electrostatic coupling energies. As seen in both Figures 4.15 and 4.16 (399
out of 484) of all the pairs examined in our work have favorable (negative) gi-e’i+5 electrostatic
coupling energies, regardless of being strongly interacting or non-interacting. Using gi-e’i+5
electrostatic coupling energies to predict coupling specificity results in 83% true-positives
predictions (83% of binding couples have negative gi-e’i+5 electrostatic coupling energies) and
84% false-positives predictions (84% of non-binding couples have negative gi-e’i+5 electrostatic
coupling energies). gi-e’i+5 electrostatic coupling energies results in 16% true-negative
predictions (only 16% of non-binding couples have positive gi-e’i+5 electrostatic coupling
energies). The above results indicate that gi-e’i+5 electrostatic coupling energies are of little value
for specificity predictions.
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Figure 4.15 gi-e’i+5 electrostatic interactions 22 sequences. Red and blue marks indicate
strong and weak interactions, respectively.
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Figure 4.16 Frequency of gi-e’i+5 electrostatic interactions. Red and blue bars indicate
strong and weak interactions, respectively.
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 are equivalents of figures 4.15 and 4.16 but based on the entire
electrostatic coupling energies. When we consider all the positions, the true positive rate
improves to almost 96% (Figure 4.17) while the true negative and false positive rates do not vary
significantly.
Figure 4.18 also confirms the fact that when we consider all the electrostatic interactions
in addition to gi-e’i+5, we notice more red bars on the negative energies comparing to considering
only gi-e’i+5 interactions, meaning the true positive rate in the first case improves. This confirms
that the electrostatic interactions coming from positions other than gi-e’i+5 are also important and
we can increase the precision in our predictions by taking them into account in calculation of
electrostatic interactions (Jokar and Torabi 2019). Also, we see a lot of blue bars, which show
weak interactions on negative energies. This means the true negative rate is low and as
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mentioned before, although these sequences have favorable electrostatic coupling interactions,
some other unfavorable interactions make them not bind to each other. We will discuss this issue
in the next section of this report.
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Figure 4.17 Total electrostatic interactions of 22 sequences. Red and blue marks show strong and
weak interactions, respectively.
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Figure 4.18 Frequency of total electrostatic interactions. Red and blue bars indicate strong and
weak interactions, respectively.
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5- CHAPTER 5: Hydrophobic core interactions in coiled-coil protein structures
5.1- Introduction
In naturally occurring coiled-coil dimers, hydrophobic residues occupy about 80% (Yu
2002) of a and d positions creating a hydrophobic core along the coiled-coil axis (O‟Shea et al.
1991; Moitra et al. 1997). The hydrophobic core packing in coiled-coil dimers is explained in
terms of the knob-and-pocket model (Burkhard et al. 2002). In a parallel dimer (two 𝛼-helices
running in the same direction), a side-chain at positions d packs within the pocket formed by
side-chains at positions a’ d’ e’ a’ (see Figure 5.1) and a side-chain at position a packs within the
pocket formed by side-chains at positions d’ g’ a’ d’ (prime indicates the residues on the
opposite helical strand). Within a closed-packed interface, core residues at positions a and d play
a key role in coiled-coil stability. Small residues e.g. alanine do not provide enough hydrophobic
driving force for dimerization and large (relative to leucine, isoleucine and valine) residues cause
steric clashes and packing defects at the interface (Chao et al. 1998). In coiled-coil dimers,
leucine is the most commonly observed residue at position d, while position a favors -branched
amino acids valine and isoleucine (Moitra et al. 1997). Such tendency has also been verified by
thermal stability measurements of leucine-zippers point-mutated at positions a and d (Krylov et
al. 1994). The hydrophobic core of a coiled-coil dimer is typically flanked by charged or polar
side-chains at positions g and e. In parallel dimers, side-chains at positions gi of one strand are
adjacent to the side-chains at positions e’i+5 of the opposite strand.
As mentioned before, hydrophobic interactions are one of the main effects in stability of
coiled-coil structures. In this part of the report we are going to explain the model that is
introduced for helix packing as well as an approach to measure the hydrophobic effect, and
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finally the contribution of the interactions in the hydrophobic core to coiled-coil stability and
specificity.
5.2- Model for calculating hydrophobic core interactions in a coiled-coil
In order to calculate the solvation energy along a dimeric coiled-coil protein structure, we
used the previously mentioned knob and pocket model, with some modifications. We used
another pattern for packing of α-helices that has been studied by Joo et al. (2012), which is
named knob-socket model. In this model, the socket includes three residues which cover the
knob residue and pack it within the socket. In this work, we use this model and the available
data, which are basically propensities of different knobs to pack into different sockets, in order to
calculate the hydrophobic core interactions along a coiled-coil structure. Figure 5.1 shows an
example of a knob and pocket packing in the hydrophobic core, where knob is at position d of
the heptad repeat.

𝒆′𝒊 𝟏
𝒂′𝒊 𝟒

𝒅′𝒊

𝒂′𝒊 𝟑

𝒅𝒊

Figure 5.1 Side view of a parallel coiled-coil dimer showing a side-chain and a pocket.
Side chain at positions

is packed within the pocket formed by side-chains at positions

The following equation shows the change in energy associated with one knob and socket
along the coiled-coil dimer:
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(

)

(5.1)

where

is the free energy associated with the knob and socket of interest with respect to a

reference,

is the Boltzmann‟s constant,

with the knob and socket of interest, and

is the temperature,

is the probability associated

is the probability associated with the reference

knob and socket:
(5.2)
(5.3)
where

and

represent the frequencies of occurrence of the knob and socket of interest

and the total frequencies of occurrence of the corresponding socket, respectively. These
frequencies are collected by Joo et al. (2012), who studied the propensities of all the twenty
naturally occurring amino acids with respect to the sockets in α-helical coiled-coils.

is the

reference knob-socket, which includes a leucine residue packed into a socket including two
leucine residues and a valine, which is one of the most abundant knob-socket patterns in leucinezippers.
In order to calculate the solvation energy along a coiled-coil structure, we need to do the
above calculations for all the possible knob-socket patterns found along the coiled-coil. To do so,
we simply sum over all the possible knobs and sockets along the structure (or sequences) of
interest. Notice that a lot of the residues overlap with each other and should not be counted more
than once. The second term in Equation 5.4 shows the subtraction of these redundant residues
from the summation over the knob-socket patterns.
∑

∑

(5.4)
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We should note that the first term is the summation over the knob-socket interactions,
which consists of four residues each. The second term, however, is the summation over the
single residues that were overlapped and counted more than once. As mentioned above, we can
calculate the first term using equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.
In order to calculate the second term, we started with measuring the Solvent Accessible
Surface Area (SASA) of the available amino acids at different positions of the heptad repeat
from available coiled-coil dimer crystal structures (O‟Shea et al. 1991; Lavigne et al. 1998;
Gonzalez et al. 1996; Marti et al. 2000; Oshaben et al. 2012). We calculated SASA of different
amino acids by using VMD (Humphrey et al. 1996). Obviously not all the combinations of 20
amino acids and 7 positions of the heptad repeat were available in the crystal structures of coiledcoil dimers. In such cases, we had to mutate the crystal structure, which was more challenging
comparing to our mutations for calculation of the electrostatic interactions. The reason for such
complexity is that hydrophobic core interactions, unlike the electrostatic interactions, are not
pair-wise and we should mutate 4 residues instead of two for measuring each knob-socket
interaction. Furthermore, unlike electrostatic interactions, we deal with all the 20 naturally
occurring amino acids and not only the charged ones in calculation of the hydrophobic core
interactions. For these reasons, mutating the crystal structure with all the combinations of amino
acids and heptad repeat positions seems like a time-consuming and unreasonable task. Therefore;
we used an approximation and classified different positions of the heptad repeat into three
groups: exposed (b, c and f), buried in the hydrophobic core (a and d) and partially exposed (e
and g) positions. Then we mutated 2ZTA crystal structure (O‟Shea et al. 1991) using VMD
Mutator Plugin (Humphrey et al. 1996), with all the 20 amino acids at the above-mentioned
positions along the heptad repeat. After mutating the structure with residues of interest, we ran
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molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in order to track the physical movement of the atoms
within each structure. All the simulations were performed with NAMD‟s built in Generalized
Born Implicit Solvent model (Phillips et al. 2005) using a surface tension value of 0.0072
kcal.mol-1.A°-2. After running MD, we measured SASA using VMD for each amino acid. Here
we should note that the residues adjacent to the amino acid of interest affect the value of
accessible surface area. Therefore; in our mutations, we also included different neighboring
residues with different side-chain sizes which result into different amounts of coverage.
However, since we are including single residues here and not knob-socket patterns, classifying
the neighboring residue side-chains into categories based on their side-chain size is a reasonable
approximation. Another fact is that SASA values do not fluctuate as much as pair-wise distances
(which we used in calculation of the electrostatic interactions) and after a certain amount of the
simulation time, the average SASA that we obtain seems constant for each structure. Figure 5.2
shows an example of the change in SASA during a simulation which we ran for 40 ns, for
Phenylalanine at position b of a leucine-zipper coiled-coil.
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Figure 5.2 Change of SASA for Phe residue at position b (40ns MD simulation)
Table 5.1 shows the average SASA of all the 20 amino acids (in Å2) at different positions
of a coiled-coil dimer. As mentioned before, some of the data are from the available coiled-coil
crystal structures and the rest are averaged values obtained from MD simulations.
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Table 5.1 SASA values for 20 amino acids at different positions of the heptad repeat. Data are
collected from MD simulations and available crystal structures

amino acids↓/position→
A
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
K
L
M
N
P
Q
R
S
T
V
W
Y

g
31.237
62.296
60.07
49.93
123.56
19.299
110.811
84.17
117.83
62.69
101.63
65.59
57.419
130.76
115.59
46.31
68.827
74.5113
137.011
141.218

SASA (Å²) at different heptad repeat positions
a
b
c
d
e
f
34.46
62.33
58.18
34.46 31.237
54.03
20.08
76.48
76.48
20.08 62.296
76.48
59.2
89.237 89.237
59.2
60.07
89.237
65.78 107.92
82.62
65.78
49.93
95.27
67.019 146.18 146.18 67.019 123.56 146.18
10.762 34.44
34.44 10.762 19.299
34.44
65.51 127.35 109.15 65.51 110.811 145.55
51.897 77.478 77.478 51.897 84.17
77.478
143.6 151.31 151.31 143.6 117.83 151.31
2.16
28.85
28.85
2.16
73.52
28.85
50.895 125.65 125.65 50.895 101.63 125.65
0.68
96.16
96.16
0.68
65.59
96.16
29.093 70.12
70.12 29.093 57.419
70.12
116.14 94.66
99.79 116.14 130.76
89.53
75.48 101.66
78.62
75.48 115.59
90.14
55.27
68.13
68.13
55.27
46.31
68.13
19.524 75.83
75.83 19.524 68.827
75.83
21.7
96.138 96.138
21.7
74.5113 96.138
43.98 165.653 165.653 43.98 137.011 165.653
63.411 119.77 119.77 63.411 141.218 119.77

Now that we have the SASA values for single residues along a coiled-coil dimer, we can
calculate the second term in Equation (5.4) which represents the energy associated with the
overlapped residues:
(5.5)
where

is the free energy change associated with residue i when present in a coiled-coil

structure with respect to the state where it is completely exposed to the solvent.

is the

solvent accessible surface area of residue i in coiled-coil dimer (from Table 5.1), and
is the solvent accessible surface area of residue i when it is completely exposed to
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the solvent. In order to calculate

values, we ran MD simulations under the same

above-mentioned conditions for 20 amino acids. In this case, mutating the structure with
different amino acids was much simpler than what we did to derive

values because the

structure here is an α-helix where residues are exposed to the solvent and only their size makes
the differences. Also since the structure we used was an α-helix and not a coiled-coil dimer, there
is no heptad repeat pattern and the SASA values are not dependent on the positions. The data
associated with SASA values for exposed residues are shown in Table 5.2. Notice that since the
residues here are more exposed to the solvent than in a coiled-coil structure, the corresponding
SASA values are larger.
Table 5.2 SASA values for 20 amino acids when exposed to the solvent. Data are collected from
MD simulations
amino
acids
A
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
K
L

SASA
(Å²)
52.86
79.01
83.58
99.48
138.12
30.16
120.87
97.71
152.4
106.96

amino
acids
M
N
P
Q
R
S
T
V
W
Y

SASA
(Å²)
149.52
74.75
63
111.11
153.06
63.26
72.55
75.43
173.48
158.92

Once we monitor all the overlaps of residues in the knob-socket patterns along the
structure, we should sum over them and subtract them from knob-socket interactions, according
to Equation (5.4).
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5.3- Contribution of hydrophobic core interactions to stability of the structure
In Figure 5.3, we report the model predictions for the energetic contribution of seven
amino acids located at the d position of a leucine-zipper dimer and compare them to
experimental data. Moitra et al. (1997) have obtained thermal stabilities of mutated leucinezippers, monitored by CD spectroscopy, and compared the contribution of different amino acids
to the stability of the coiled-coil dimer. The d position of the heptad repeat is mutated by leucine,
methionine, isoleucine, alanine, valine, cysteine and serine, among which none is charged and
therefore the contribution does not come from electrostatic interactions. The experimental
conditions were 162.5 mM salt concentration, pH 7.4 before thermal melting.
Figure 5.3 shows the stability of the leucine-zipper structure relative to mutated alanine at
position d, obtained from experiments and the model we described in the previous section of this
report. It should be noted that the dimerization free energy has been extrapolated to 37 °C and we
calculated all the interactions at the same temperature.
As shown in Figure 5.3 our model prediction for the changes in relative stability upon
different mutations are in good agreement with the experimentally estimated data with a R2 value
of 0.83. Specifically, it has been confirmed that leucine is the most stabilizing amino acid at
position d of a leucine-zipper dimeric coiled-coil and our data perfectly verifies that. Also, in
experiments, the order of stability of the above-mentioned amino acids is L, M, I, V, C, A and S.
Our model predictions are consistent with this order of stability. However, in experiments,
methionine shows more contribution to stability than isoleucine at position d, which according to
Figure 5.3 is not confirmed by our model. That being said, our model shows a difference of 0.38
kcal.mole-1 between the contributions of these two amino acids to overall stability, which is
relatively not a very large number.
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Figure 5.3 Change in stability of a leucine-zipper dimer upon mutations at position d
Figure 5.4 shows the model predictions for the energetic contribution of nine amino acids
located at the a position of the α-helical coiled-coil dimers and the corresponding experimental
data. Wagschal et al. (1999) have studied the role of position a in the hydrophobic core of a
coiled-coil protein in determining coiled-coil stability and oligomerization state. In their structure
of interest, position 19 which corresponds to position a of the central heptad repeat, is mutated
with all the naturally occurring amino acids. However, some of these mutations favor coiled-coil
trimers more than dimers and therefore are excluded from the data shown in Figure 5.4. The
experimental data result from CD spectroscopy under benign conditions (~50 mM, phosphate,
100 mM KCl, pH 7.0).
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Figure 5.4 Change in stability of a leucine-zipper dimer upon mutations at position a
Figure 5.4 shows the change in stability of the coiled-coil dimers relative to mutated alanine
at position a. We can see that also for this position our model predictions for the changes in
relative stability upon different mutations are in good agreement with the experimentally
estimated data with a R2 value of 0.86, as well as the order of stabilities.
5.4- Hydrophobic core interactions and coiled-coil paring specificity
In the previous chapter, we tried to check if we can predict the specificity of leucinezipper coiled-coil dimers based on only electrostatic interactions. We calculated the total
electrostatic coupling energy between 22 sequences of interest and obtained a true positive rate
of 96%. However, the true negative rate was very low, confirming the fact that for the sequences
that do not bind to each other, there must be a very unfavorable type of interaction which makes
the total interaction between them unfavorable, despite the potential favorable electrostatic
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interaction. In this section, we investigate the effect of hydrophobic core interactions in
predicting the coiled-coil pairing specificity and compare it to the case where we studied pairing
specificity using only electrostatic interactions. Our final goal here is to add up the main
dimerization energies and see how much the true positive, true negative and accuracy rates
improve.
Here we calculated the hydrophobic interactions along the same set of b-ZIP sequences
(see Table 4.3) studied in the previous chapter (Newman and Keating 2003) using the model that
was explained above. In order to gain an insight into the values of hydrophobic core interactions
comparing to electrostatic energies, we reported the ratio of the absolute values of hydrophobic
core over that of electrostatic interactions for all the possible sequence pairs, as shown in Figure
5.5. According to this figure, in almost 60% of the pairwise interactions, hydrophobic core
energy is larger than electrostatic (data shown in red and orange) and the rest 40% are the cases
where electrostatic dominate the hydrophobic core interactions.
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Figure 5.5 Absolute value of hydrophobic core over the electrostatic energies. Red:
hydrophobic >> electrostatic, orange: hydrophobic > electrostatic, blue: hydrophobic <
electrostatic
Notice that the data presented in red show the interactions that are highly dominated by
mostly unfavorable hydrophobic core interactions, due to very unfavorable and infrequent knob
and socket combinations observed in the structure.
Figure 5.6 shows the summation of the hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions based
on all the positions of the heptad repeat at 21°C, pH 7.4 and 0.1 M salt concentration. Here we
make the same assumption as presented in the previous chapter: pairs with dissociation constants
smaller than 250 nM interact strongly and pairs with dissociation constants larger than 5000 nM
are considered weak or non-interacting (Potapov et al. 2015). Also pairs with intermediate
dissociation constants are assumed undetermined and are excluded. Based on the mentioned
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dissociation constant values (Newman and Keating 2003; Potapov et al. 2015) data points shown
in red are strongly interacting pairs and those shown in blue are the non-interacting ones.
6

Strong Interactions
Weak Interactions

Total Interactions (kcal/mole)

4

2

0

-2

-4

-6

Figure 5.6 Summation of packing and electrostatic interactions for 22 sequences. Red and blue
marks indicate strong and weak interactions, respectively.
The y axis in Figure 5.6 represents the model predictions of the summation of
hydrophobic and electrostatic coupling energies. Using this set of data, we can predict the
specificity of the b-ZIP sequences with a true positive rate of 96% and a true negative rate of
73%. This confirms the importance of the packing of the residues present in the hydrophobic
core in predicting coiled-coil pairing specificity. Also almost 90% of all the pairs examined in
our work have favorable coupling electrostatic energies which do not guarantee their
dimerization. However, by adding the hydrophobic interactions on top of electrostatic coupling
energies, we better understand the role of unfavorable knobs and sockets in discouraging the
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dimerization of the sequences. This can be confirmed by the improvement in true negative rate,
from 16% to 73%. Notice that the data points representing weak interactions that are all aligned
on the same energy level in Figure 5.6, have multiple highly unfavorable knob-socket packing
patterns in the structures associated with them. To elaborate more, in terms of frequency of
occurrence, these packing patterns possess a frequency equal to zero, and we assigned a
relatively high energy level to them (5 kcal.mole-1) so that we can visualize them in Figure 5.6.
Also the bold data points on any energy level in Figure 5.6 show overlapping data for the same
sequences.
The accuracy rate, defined as the summation of the true positive and true negative rates,
over the summation of the true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative rates, is
80% in this case. However, by using optimization (Ghouchanian et al. 2017) and regression
methods, we can improve the accuracy. For example, if we move the cutoff line that separates
the binding and unbinding states from each other to -1.5 kcal.mole-1 energy level, true negative
rate improves to 91% and true positive rate would be 90%. The maximum accuracy can be
achieved with a cutoff line at -1.7 kcal.mole-1 energy level, where we can obtain a true positive,
true negative and accuracy of 84%, 94% and 91.1%, respectively.
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6- CHAPTER 6: Summary, challenges and conclusions
In this work, we used different computational methods in order to study the structure and
selectivity of coiled-coil dimers based on a primary amino acid sequence and solvent conditions.
The main objectives of this work are: a) to develop a model to predict the propensity of a protein
sequence to form an isolated coiled-coil dimer, and b) to investigate the selectivity of coiledcoils by studying protein-protein interactions. The motivation behind this work was from a
simple statistical mechanical model which was used to predict the structure (Lacroix et al. 1998)
and mechanical properties (Torabi and Schatz 2013) of an α-helix structure. This model showed
promising results when was compared to experimental data. We decided to expand this model to
coiled-coil dimers which are abundant structures that are involved in significant biological
functions such as the regulation of gene expression, known as transcription factors. Also coiledcoil structures entail unique mechanical properties critical to the function and integrity of various
motor proteins, cytoskeletal filaments and extra-cellular matrix proteins (Rose et al. 2004;
Burkhard et al. 2001).
We started with studying the structure of coiled-coil dimers and came up with models for
calculating the main dimerization energies. We used the same model as implemented in
AGADIR (Lacroix et al. 1998) to calculate the electrostatic interactions. However, in the case of
coiled-coil, comparing to an α-helix structure, calculating these interactions is more challenging.
One of the complexities comes from the distances between the point charges located on opposite
strands, which is dependent on the type of the amino acid, the positions of the heptad repeat, and
the solvent conditions.
After deriving all the necessary parameters to calculate pairwise electrostatic coupling
energies along a coiled-coil dimer, we compared our results to the available experimental data
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and observed an acceptable agreement between them, comparing to other computational methods
such as sequence scoring.
The next step was investigating the effect of inter-helical electrostatic interactions on
pairing specificity of b-ZIP coiled-coils. One finding was that although in most sequences gi-e’i+5
electrostatic interactions are significant; we clearly showed that in calculation of the electrostatic
coupling interactions for dimers, one cannot simply ignore the importance of other interactions
along the heptad repeat. We proved this by improvement of true positive rate when we
considered all other pairwise interactions in our calculations, and also by showing that the ratio
of gi-e’i+5 over non-gi-e’i+5 electrostatic energies is not negligible. Besides, non-gi-e’i+5 distances
are not significantly larger than those of other pairs of positions, confirming the fact that their
electrostatic interactions are not negligible (see Table 4.1). Also, even if we use sequence
scoring, in addition to gi-e’i+5 positions, we have to include all other possible positions‟ scores in
order to increase the accuracy of our prediction. However, the scoring method does not consider
solvent conditions and also is only based on gi-e’i+5 interactions while the method used in this
work calculates the electrostatic interactions based on all the possible positions along the protein
structure as well as temperature, pH and ion concentration of the solution.
Furthermore, by considering only electrostatic interactions, we can predict strong
interactions between the chains with 96% true positive rate. On the other hand, we cannot predict
weak interactions as accurate as strong interactions and our true negative rate is very low. This
means that most of the sequences that we know form coiled-coil dimers, have favorable
electrostatic interactions with the opposing strand. On the other hand, according to our results,
the opposite of this statement is not true. To elaborate more, favorable electrostatic energy does
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not always guarantee dimerization and clearly there is another factor that plays an important role
in coiled-coil dimerization.
Before studying the specificity problem, we were aware of the fact that hydrophobic
interactions are also significant in coiled-coil stability. However, insufficiency of the
electrostatic interactions in predicting pairing specificity and the fact that we could not predict
weak interactions using solely electrostatic energies, was another motivation for us to study the
interactions in the hydrophobic core. The model we used in order to calculate hydrophobic core
interactions is based on the patterns that are observed in packing of the α-helices, namely knobs
and sockets (Joo et al. 2012). We converted the available frequencies of occurrence of these
patterns to probabilities, and calculated free energies based on these values. The challenge here
was the subtraction of the single residues that were counted multiple times from the free energy
terms, which was explained in detail in the previous chapter. After completing the required
datasets, we compared the model predictions to the available experimental data and obtained
satisfactory results. Then, same as in the case of studying electrostatic interactions, we moved
forward to study the specificity of coiled-coil dimers and the question was if we can predict
specificity by summing over the hydrophobic core and electrostatic interactions along a coiledcoil. Comparing to the case of predicting specificity using only electrostatic energies, when we
added the hydrophobic core interactions to the model, we observed a significant improvement in
true negative rate. This confirms the fact that the model predicts unfavorable coupling energies
between sequences very well. In terms of hydrophobic core interactions, this unfavorable effect
mostly originates from knob and pocket/socket poor interactions, such as steric effects, clashes,
etc. and that is the reason some chains do not dimerize in spite of favorable coupling electrostatic
energy. It should be noted that the predicted hydrophobic core interactions from the model were
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consistent with sequences that bind to each other as well. This can be confirmed by the fact that
the high true positive rate did not decrease after taking hydrophobic interactions into account,
and that is the reason we can obtain such high accuracy rate (80%).
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7- CHAPTER 7: Future research directions
The models presented in this work are dependent on the solvent conditions and we can
always alter them as inputs to the model. In this work, we studied coiled-coil pairing specificity
at 21°C, pH 7.4 and 0.1 M salt concentration, which are the same conditions as the experiments.
One immediate future research can be investigating the specificity of the same dataset of b-ZIP
sequences at different solvent conditions. That being said, insufficiency of experimental data at
different conditions may be a challenge.
Another future line of research is using other methods to calculate coiled-coil
dimerization energies, especially hydrophobic interactions, and comparing them to the models
presented in this work and check if we can obtain more successful results. For the case of
hydrophobic interactions, there are already online applications that are able to predict solvent
accessible surface area and solvation energies. However, one of the drawbacks of these
applications is that they usually do not consider the effect of solvent conditions on the
interactions and the results can only be obtained at fixed conditions. Another disadvantage of
such models is that usually their input is a crystal structure, and it cannot be any sequence of
interest. One of the strengths of our model is that the user can enter any random sequence and if
the sequence does not exist naturally or is very infrequent, the results would show low
probabilities of occurrence which corresponds to unfavorable energy terms.
Furthermore, investigating other types of interactions besides what we studied in this
work can be another area for the future research. Here we only studied two main dimerization
energies that are known to make the most contribution to coiled-coil stability. However, in order
to make more accurate predictions, one can add salt bridges, entropy effects, etc. on top of
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electrostatic and hydrophobic core interactions and modify the dimerization energy terms based
on the updated data sets.
Recently, machine learning techniques have been developed in order to predict coiledcoil stability and calculation of different energy terms. Using such methods can be another future
research direction for this work. For example, the knob-socket frequencies of occurrence used in
calculation of the hydrophobic interactions can be implemented as training data, and the
predictions can be made without the computer being explicitly programmed to calculate the
interactions.
Finally, similar to the available model for an α-helix structure, the work described in this
report can result in a statistical mechanical model that predicts the probability distribution of all
possible structures of a coiled-coil dimer forming motif based on its primary sequence at given
solvent conditions. Having the partition function, we can also determine the average helical
content of different sequences. Also just the same as the model available for an α-helix structure
(Torabi and Schatz 2013), another direction of the future research can be studying the tensile
mechanics of a coiled-coil dimer by monitoring its force-extension behavior. This is possible by
including a force-extension energy term to the partition function of coiled-coil forming motif and
deriving the probability terms (see Equation 3.4). Consequently, we can modify the probabilities
of all available structures with respect to a given mechanical tension. After formulating our
tensile mechanics models, we can validate model predictions through comparison with available
single molecule experimental data, which would be computationally inexpensive to run and can
be made available as an online application with a user-friendly interface. Such application would
be of great utility to a broad range of single molecule experimental research, protein design and
engineering, molecular motor research and nanotechnology.
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A coiled-coil protein structure consists of two (in coiled-coil dimers) or more interacting
α-helical strands that together form a left-handed supercoil structure. Many coiled-coil proteins
are involved in significant biological functions such as the regulation of gene expression, known
as transcription factors. Also coiled-coil structures entail unique mechanical properties critical to
the function and integrity of various motor proteins, cytoskeletal filaments and extra-cellular
matrix proteins. Engineering these transcription factors is also expected to create more efficient
and practical solutions to treat neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's disease (AD),
Parkinson's disease (PD), Huntington's disease (HD), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and
prion diseases, which are increasingly being realized to have common cellular and molecular
mechanisms including protein aggregation. The main objectives of our work are: a) to develop a
model to predict the propensity of a protein sequence to form an isolated coiled-coil structure,
and b) to investigate the selectivity of coiled-coils by studying protein-protein interactions.
Control over protein-protein interaction specificity has a wide range of applications in synthetic
biology such as protein labeling and purification (as high-specificity affinity tags or cognate
pairs), drugs and toxin delivery and disease modulation. In naturally occurring proteins,
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specificity is achieved via a complex balance of various molecular-level energetic and entropic
interactions. Such complexity makes any specificity prediction from the primary sequence data
an extremely complicated task. Possibly, one of the simplest and most studied protein-protein
interactions exists in coiled-coil structures.
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